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Abstract: When arithmetic components are parallelized, fault-prone interconnections
can tamper results significantly. Advances in feature size shrinking lead to a steady
increase of errors caused by faulty transmission. We suggest to employ resilient data
encoding schemes to offset these negative effects. Focusing on parallel signed-digit
based arithmetic, frequently used in high-speed systems, we found that a suitable data
encoding can reduce error rates by about 25% when using 2-bit encoding and about
62% when using 3-bit encoding. Data encoding should be driven by symbol occur-
rence probabilities. We develop a methodology to obtain these probabilities, show
example fault-tolerant encodings, and discuss the impact on communicating parallel
arithmetic circuits in example error scenarios.

1 Introduction

In times of billion-transistor processors being commercially available and transistors being

processed in 22 nanometer CMOS process [ITR11] and beyond [Iwa09], it becomes more

and more difficult to design fault tolerant [NSF01, RSKW07] or mixed critical systems

[PMN+09]. More complex circuits require increased inter- and intra-circuit connections

which become increasingly fault-prone.

Focusing on fast, parallelized, signed-digit based arithmetic, used extensively for instance

in CORDIC arithmetic processors, we propose data encodings that can significantly reduce

transmission error rates. When bit-level transmission is fault-prone, the received symbols

might be faulty. To minimize the symbolic level error rate, we apply redundancy at bit-

level by encoding more often used symbols by several bit combinations, using three steps:

• Obtain bit-level error rates.

• Obtain symbol occurrence probabilities.

• Given R ∈ N, map bit patterns with R bits to symbols so that:

– every symbol is represented by at least one bit pattern,

– the overall symbol error rate is minimized.
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The reduction of the symbol error rate depends on the available R bits per symbol. We

apply our methodology exemplarily to 2-bit and 3-bit encodings and provide an error rate

optimal encoding.

Alternative approaches for fault tolerant CORDIC are using TMR. They either require in-

creased hardware [WWY06] or increased latency when reusing hardware [KPS01]. Alter-

native approaches for signed-digit like using check symbols have been proposed [COP+06],

which are less efficient in terms of latency, since every arithmetic operation has to be done

multiple times to obtain error information.

In the following section we discuss possible communication error scenarios. In Section

3 we discuss the used signed-digit arithmetic and show our methodology to obtain digit

probabilities for signed-digit encoded data. In Section 4 we propose an algorithm to find

optimal fault tolerant data encoding, and give recommendations for error resilient encod-

ing. Applying our methodology, we provide accurate data word probabilities for common

signed-digit adder cell implementations in Section 5 and present error rates for different

encoding schemes. We conclude in Section 6 and give an outlook to future work.

2 Bit-Level Error Rates
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Figure 1: Left: Circuit X1 communicates with circuit X2 through signal lines s0 to sn−1. Right top:
Simple error model of possible bit flip with probability pbf . Right bottom: Complex error model
with a broken wire (pbw) and/or (radiation caused) electric charge insertion (pci).

Figure 1 shows two circuits exchanging data by signal lines 0 through n−1. On each line,

the signal is sent as li ∈ {0, 1} and received as T (li) ∈ {0, 1}. The data received may

differ from the data sent due to imperfect wiring [SOHH07, KPKJ07].

Simple error model In our simple error model, pbf denotes the probability, that one bit

is inverted. The possibility of a bit flip leads to

T (li) =
li when no bit flip occurred,

1− li else.

P (T (li) = li) = 1− pbf

Inverting encoding schemes by flipping 0 and 1 does not change the achieved error rate.
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Figure 2: Complex error model decision graph. ”ci” denotes current insertion, ”bw” denotes broken
wire, ”ci < bw” denotes ”ci” occurs close to X1 and ”bw” occurs closer to X2. Leafs are T (li).

Complex error model In a more complex error model, pbw denotes the probability of a

broken wire (T (li) = 0), pci denotes electric charge insertion (T (li) = 1), i.e. radiation

caused.

P (T (0) = 0) = 1− pci + pci · pbw · pci<bw (1)

P (T (1) = 1) = 1− pbw + pbw · pci · (1− pci<bw) (2)

For the simple model holds P (T (0) = 0) = P (T (1) = 1). The complex model differs to

the simple model by the influence of pci, pbw, and pci<bw on P (T (0) = 0) and P (T (1) =
1) (see Equ. 1 and 2). Inverting encoding schemes by flipping 0 and 1 can change the

resulting error rate.

3 Symbol Occurrence Probabilities

We use signed-digit arithmetic as an example to derive symbol occurrence probabilities.

A special case of a signed-digit [Avi61] number system is a signed-binary number system,

where each digit is limited to {−1, 0, 1}. In the following we focus on signed-binary

number systems.

A signed-binary adder (SBA) calculates Ssb = Asb + Bsb, where Ssb,Asb, and Bsb are

signed binary numbers. This operation is decomposed into digit operations by signed-

binary adder cells (SBAC). Figure 3 shows this decomposition. One operation at digit i

calculates si = ai + bi. Since ai + bi ∈ {−1, 0, 1}+ {−1, 0, 1} = {−2,−1, 0, 1, 2}, but

si ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, we need some carry to propagate {−2, 2} to the digit at i+1. Focusing on
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Figure 3: Signed-binary adder (SBA) consisting of three level signed-binary adder cells (SBAC)
shown at numerical level, see [CR78, S.111].

a 3-level design as in Chow and Robertson [CR78], we describe a SBAC through atomic

operations that are in accordance to Equation 8.

ei = ai + bi (3)

ci+1(t, ai, bi) =






0 when ei > 0,

−1 when ei < 0,

γ(t, ai, bi) when ei = 0.

(4)

fi = ei − 2 · ci+1(t, ai, bi) (5)

gi = fi + ci (6)

di+1 =
0 when gi ≤ 0,

+1 when gi > 0.
(7)

hi = gi − 2 · di+1 (8)

si = hi + di = ai + bi + ci + di − 2 · ci+1 − 2 · di+1 (9)

The calculation of ci+1 must be independent from ci and di, the calculation of di+1 must

be independent from di. The resulting carry chain is locally constraint, the calculation of

any si depends only on ai, bi, ai−1, bi−1, ai−2, and bi−2 [Zeh92].

We construct a decision graph, see Figure 4, that shows all possible degrees of freedom

when constructing a functionally correct SBAC that is constrained by the formal model

described above. In Figure 4, all impossible choices of ci+1 and di+1 have already been

removed. We illustrated the choice of ci+1 = −1 by dotted arrows and of ci+1 = 0 by

dashed arrows. This choice also fixes the decision of di+1.
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(ai, bi) {(−1,−1)} {(−1, 0), (0,−1)} {(0, 0), (+1,−1), (−1,+1)} {(+1, 0), (0,+1)} {(+1,+1)}

ei = ai + bi −2 −1 0 +1 +2

ci+1 −1 −1 0 −1 0 0

fi = ei − 2 × ci+1 0 +1 +2

ci −1 0 −1 0 −1 0

gi = fi + ci −1 0 +1 +2

di+1 0 0 +1 +1

hi = gi − 2 × di+1 −1 0

di 0 +1 0 +1

si = hi + di −1 0 +1

Figure 4: Signed-binary adder cell decision graph. For ai + bi = 0, the dashed graph denotes a
choice of ci+1 = 0, the dotted graph a choice of ci+1 = −1. For ai + bi = 0 it is obvious, that
di+1 depends on the choice of ci+1 but not on ci. Furthermore, for ai + bi = 0,si does not depend
on the choice of ci+1, but si+1 does depend on the choice of ci+1 through di+1.

Our SBAC model offers 23 = 8 different signed-binary adder cells at the numerical level.

Let t be the type id of the design choice, 0 ≤ t < 23. All possible design choices are

shown in Table 1. Note that the formula for calculating ci+1 depends on the input digits

(ai, bi) and the chosen design parameter t. Let SBACt be the design using choice t to

calculate ci+1.

Assigning probability information to the symbols in Equations 3 through 7 we are able to

calculate the digit probabilities. As an example we give the calculation of ci+1:

P (ci+1 = −1) = P (ei = −2) + P (ei = −1) + P (γ(t, ai, bi) = −1)

P (ci+1 = 0) = P (ei = +1) + P (ei = +2) + P (γ(t, ai, bi) = 0)

P (γ(t, ai, bi) = 0) and P (γ(t, ai, bi) = −1) are calculated in accordance to Table 1 as

P (γ(t, ai, bi) = 0) = P (ai = 0) · P (bi = 0) · P (t ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}) +

P (ai = +1) · P (bi = −1) · P (t ∈ {0, 1, 4, 5}) +

P (ai = −1) · P (bi = +1) · P (t ∈ {0, 2, 4, 6})

P (γ(t, ai, bi) = −1) = P (ai = 0) · P (bi = 0) · P (t ∈ {4, 5, 6, 7}) +

P (ai = +1) · P (bi = −1) · P (t ∈ {2, 3, 6, 7}) +

P (ai = −1) · P (bi = +1) · P (t ∈ {1, 3, 5, 6})

For any given input digit probabilities, we are now able to calculate the corresponding

output digit probabilities.
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(ai, bi)

(0, 0) (+1,−1) (−1,+1)

t γ(t, ai, bi)

0 0 0 0

1 0 0 -1

2 0 -1 0

3 0 -1 -1

4 -1 0 0

5 -1 0 -1

6 -1 -1 0

7 -1 -1 -1

Table 1: Meaning of parameter t in description of SBAC.

4 Mapping Bit Patterns to Symbols

When encoding signed-binary digit symbols {−1, 0, 1} with bit strings of a fixed length,

we either can encode every symbol with exactly one bit pattern (non-redundant encoding

scheme), or we may opt to encode one or more symbols with several bit patterns (redun-

dant encoding scheme). For any symbol, we choose one distinct encoding as the base

encoding. When using a redundant encoding scheme, all other encodings are called sec-

ondary encodings. In our approach, each symbol should always be provided as its base

encoding. However, when modified to some corresponding secondary encoding by faulty

transmission, the latter should also be regarded as correct. We get the following constraints

• any arithmetic operation produces base encoded symbols

• any transmission can corrupt base encoded symbols, producing:

– correctly base or correctly secondary encoded symbols

– wrongly base or wrongly secondary encoded symbols

• any arithmetic operation accepts base and secondary encoded symbols

Given the bit-level error rates, the symbol occurrence probabilities and the number R of

bits available per symbol, we can map bit patterns to symbols in way that every symbol

is represented by at least one bit pattern and overall symbol error rate is minimized. We

propose the following brute force algorithm to find an encoding scheme with minimal error

rate:

1. start with one symbol

2. define a base encoding for this symbol

out of all remaining encodings

3. if it is the last symbol, use all remaining encodings

as secondary encodings

4. else: for any subset of all now remaining encodings

- all encodings of this subset are secondary encodings
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to the base encoding

- recurse into 2 with an unencoded symbol

4. calculate overall error rate

5. track minimal error rate and according encoding scheme

5 Results

At first we discuss the probabilities of signed-digit symbols when applying SBAC oper-

ations repeatedly in Subsection 5.1. In Subsection 5.2 we proposed example encodings

obtained by the algorithm of Section 4 and discuss the resulting reduced error rates.

5.1 Signed-Digit Symbol Occurrence Probabilities

For any trivial digit probability, where one symbol out of {−1, 0, 1} has the probability of

1, and the others have 0, the probabilities of the output symbols are either 0 or 1.

If any other, non trivial data probability is applied to ai, bi, and the probability distribution

of si is looped back to the SBACt inputs ai, bi, the probabilities converge, see example

Figure 5, where t = 5 and initial P (ai = 0) = P (bi = 0) = 0.1 and P (ai = 1) =
P (bi = 1) = 0.9. Since the calculation of ci+1 ( and indirectly di+1) depends on t, the

converg also depends on t, see hollow symbols in Figure 6.

A sample application for signed-digit arithmetic could be a CORDIC based algorithm.

CORDIC [Vol59] transforms initial data iteratively with predefined coefficients. Let A0

be the initial N-bit data and Bi the predefined coefficients:

Ai+1 = fcordic(Ai, Bi) , with 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1 (10)

fcordic is the CORDIC function for processing Ai and Bi by an adder/subtracter and

Figure 5: SBAC adder operation data probabil-
ity for t = 5 and initial P (ai = 0) = P (bi =

0) = 0.1 and P (ai = 1) = P (bi = 1) = 0.9.

Figure 6: SBAC adder/subtracter data probabil-
ity depending on type t. Solid symbols repre-
sent + operation, hollow symbols represent a
probability of 50% for +/− alternation.
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shifter. AN is the final result, A0 the input data to be processed. To simulate the im-

pact of subtraction, we assume a probability of 50%, that input for bi has opposite signs.

The solid symbols in Figure 6 correspond to this more realistic use case.

5.2 Example Encodings and According Symbol Error Rates

Table 2 (3) shows a 2-bit (3-bit) redundant encoding of signed-binary digit symbols with

a minimal error rate when using a SBAC type t = 7, non trivial initial digit symbol

occurrence, and a probability of +/− alternation of 50%.

symbol 0 -1 1

encoding 00 10 11 01

error prob. pbf 2 · pbf − p
2
bf

2 · pbf − p
2
bf

Table 2: Example encoding scheme for R = 2. Base encodings are marked bold.

symbol 0 -1 1

encoding 000 001 010 100 111 101 110 011

Table 3: Example encoding scheme for R = 3. Base encodings are marked bold.

The error ratio of any redundant encoding scheme to the non-redundant 2-bit encoding can

be calculated by

error ratio =
error rate redundant encoding

error rate of 2-bit non-redundant encoding
(11)

For the two bit redundant encoding fo Table 2 we investigate the digit error depending on

the bit flip error and the encoding, as shown in Figure 7. The error ratio is 75% for small

pbf and increases to expected 100% for pbf = 1. This means by using error correction

and redundant encoding for digit 0 instead of no error correction for any digit, when using

SBAC type t = 7 in a CORDIC like arithmetic with switching sign possibility of one

operand of 50%, error rate drops by 25%.

The three bit redundant encoding of Table 3 reduces the error ratio further to 38%, as can

be seen in Figure 8. This means by using error correction and redundant encoding for digit

0 instead of no error correction for any digit, when using SBAC type t = 7 in a CORDIC

like arithmetic with switching sign possibility of one operand of 50%, error rate drops by

62%.

Comparing the two bit redundant and three bit redundant encoding, the error ratio is

redundant error ratio =
error ratio of 3-bit red. encoding

error ratio of 2-bit red. encoding
=

0.38

0.75
≈ 51% (12)
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Figure 7: SBAC adder/subtracter digit error
probability for t = 7 and non trivial initial digit
occurrence. Probability of +/− alternation is
50%. ”no red” denotes no redundant encoding,
”-1 (0,1) red” denotes redundant encoding and
error correction for -1 (0,1), ”e(0)” denotes the
error ratio of redundant encoding and error cor-
rection of digit ”0”, see equation 11.

Figure 8: SBAC adder/subtracter digit error
probability for t = 7 and non trivial initial digit
occurrence. Probability of +/− alternation is
50%. ”no red” denotes a 2-bit non redundant
encoding (enc 1), ”optimal enc” denotes 3-bit
optimal redundant encoding and error correc-
tion (enc2, see Table 3), ”ratio” denotes the er-
ror ratio enc2 normed to enc1, see equation 11.

Using redundant encoding, increasing the minimal required encoding bits (2 bits) by 50%
(3 bits) reduces error rate by ≈ 49%.

6 Conclusion and future work

When reliable signed-binary adder cells are connected to each other or to further reliable

system components via highly unreliable switching networks,the knowledge of symbol

occurrence probabilities offers a chance to use a data encoding scheme that provides some

implicit fault tolerance. We have shown a methodology to gain data flow probability infor-

mation for signed-binary based arithmetic operations and have proposed a data encoding

scheme that provides advanced fault tolerance properties.

To validate these results, we intend to implement a complete arithmetic processor based

on the chosen signed-binary adder structure and run some benchmarks on it. For 2-bit

encodings, alternative signed-binary adder structures have been described, that might be

worth further investigation with our methodology; cf. in particular [GHM89], [Zeh92],

and the references in the latter. We will also try to improve the run-time complexity of our

exploration algorithms to gain predictions for encodings with considerably higher redun-

dancy.
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